
Re: CCI Flooring Letter of Recommendation 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Skender Construction is currently with CCI Flooring in an extremely challenging 

construction environment at Northwestern Memorial Hospital.  CCI is contracted to 

complete epoxy poured flooring in the patient bathrooms on campus.   

Since being brought onto the team, Bob Bauer and his team have displayed the utmost 

professionalism in all aspects of their business.  Their office is diligent and accurate in 

their documentation – from proposals, to pricing requests to pay applications.   

Furthermore, and perhaps more importantly, the handoff of information from office to 

field is crisp and complete.   

The field staff at CCI equals the professionalism of the office.  The foremen we’ve been 

working with know the products inside and out and any important communication held 

with our superintendents is usually followed up with an email.  This is helpful in ensuring 

that all parties are on the same page and the proactive approach is appreciated by our 

team.  

We would highly recommend CCI Flooring for any project, and feel they would be an 

asset to any team working in the healthcare environment.   

Should you have any questions or wish to discuss further, please feel free to contact me. 

Regards, 

Brian Simons 

Senior Project Manager 

Skender Construction 

cc. File
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Re: CCI Flooring Letter of Recommendation 
 

To Whom It May Concern: 
 
Skender Construction is currently working with CCI Flooring in an extremely challenging construction 
environment at Northwestern Memorial Hospital. CCI is contracted to complete terrazzo flooring in 
the patient bathrooms on campus. 
 
Since being brought onto the team, Bob Bauer and his team have displayed the utmost 
professionalism in all aspects of their business.  A big obstacle was getting a color match to the 
existing terrazzo which CCI handled in a timely manner.  Their office is diligent and accurate in their 
documentation – from proposals to pricing requests to pay applications. 
 
Furthermore, and perhaps more importantly, the handoff of information from office to 
field is crisp and complete. The field staff at CCI equals the professionalism of the office. The foremen 
we have been working with know the products inside and out and any important communication 
held with our superintendents is usually followed up with an email. This is helpful in ensuring that all 
parties are on the same page and the proactive approach is appreciated by our team. 
 
We would highly recommend CCI Flooring for any project and feel they would be an asset to any 
team. Should you have any questions or wish to discuss further, please feel free to contact me. 
 
Thank you,  
 

 

 

Skender Construction 

Brian Simons 

Vice President 






